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**Catalog number:** 50

**Name(s) of African providing account:** *Un-named Tambi man*

**Date account recorded:** 1767-68

**Date account first published:** 2000-2002

**Date of entry creation or last update:** 21 January 2022

**Source:**

**Comments:** None

**Text of Account:**

Original German –

“An das Land der Amina grenzen auch die Tambi, wie ein Neger von dieser Nation mir sagte. Sie verstehen die Amina, reden aber viel anders. Der Name Gottes ist bei ihnen Tjembotjauwi.”

English translation (Aaron Spencer Fogleman, 2022)

“Also bordering the country of the Amina are the Tambi, as a Negro from this nation told me. They understand the Amina, although they speak much differently. The name of God to them is Tiembotjauwi.”
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